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Abstract
Image style transfer is a widely used applied task of automatic redrawing of the source image (content) in
the style of another image (setting the target style). Traditional style transfer methods provide only a single
stylization result. If the user does not like it, for example, due to artifacts that appear during styling, then
he has to choose another style. The paper proposes a modification of the styling algorithm, which gives a
variety of styling results with one style, and also improves the average quality of styling by using not only
style information from the original style image, but also information from images that have a similar style.
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1. Introduction

The algorithm of neural style transfer receives two images as input — a specific image (content)
and a style image, representing target style. The algorithm solves the problem of automatically
redrawing the content image in the style of the style image. Style refers to the color scheme and
characteristic rendering patterns, such as the brush strokes of an artist. This task is relevant for
creating vivid illustrations in books, websites, advertising, design, as well as in the entertainment
industry.

This task was originally known as non-photorealistic rendering [1, 2, 3] and was solved by
heuristic methods of image processing, selected for each style. The neural network style transfer
proposed in [4] made it possible to transfer the style from an arbitrary sample style image, as
shown in the example of stylizing a content image with two styles in fig. 1.

Fig. 1 shows that the quality of stylization essentially depends on the compatibility of the
styles of the content and style images. If they are compatible (style 2), then the styling result is
acceptable. If the style of the content and style images differ significantly, for example, in clarity,
as when styling with the first style in fig. 1, which is more blurry than the content, then the styling
is unsatisfactory. It turns out that in order to create spectacular stylizations, the user is forced to
manually sort through various styles for a long time until he finds a style that goes well with the
content.
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Figure 1: Applying a style transfer method [4].

To simplify the procedure for creating high-quality stylizations, it is proposed to stylize
not with one user style, but with a whole set of images similar in style to the input user style
image. To calculate stylistic similarity, a special procedure for calculating stylistic characteristics
is proposed. Due to the aggregation of style information from several images, the stability of
the algorithm to possible individual discrepancies between content and style images is increased.
Surveys of respondents show that the proposed modification yields stylizations of better quality.

Another advantage of the proposed modification is the ability to look at the style more
broadly. Now it is not set by the source style image alone, but by a whole collection of images
that have a style similar to the target one. Thus, by taking different subsets of these images, you
can get different styling options. This is useful if the user would like to get a different styling
option with the original style.

It should be noted that the basic approach to styling [4], on which the add-on is offered,
performs optimization in the original color space of the image being styled, which takes several
tens of seconds on the video card and is not applicable, for example, to styling video streams in
real time. Many subsequent works, for example [5],[6], were devoted to speeding up styling by
transforming the content image through a special neural network. However, this add-on is quite
general and applicable to many of them.

2. Base Image Style Transfer Algorithm

Let’s consider the original approach specified in the article [4]. The style transfer process operates
on the following inputs:

• S – an image containing the desired art style;
• Y is the image whose contents you want to display in the desired style (content).

The task of the styling algorithm is to generate an image X (stylization), in which the content
objects Y will be displayed in the style of the style image S . A style defines the color scheme and
characteristic patterns of a stylistic image — angles, color changes, characteristic patterns, such
as brush strokes of an artist.

To transfer the style, an optimization problem is solved in the pixel space of the resulting
stylized image X:

ℒcont(X,Y) + αℒstyle(X, S )→ min
X
, (1)
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where ℒcont(X,Y) losses penalize the discrepancy between the content image and styling in terms
of meaning (what exactly is depicted), and ℒstyle(X, S ) penalizes divergence of style image and
stylization by style (as shown). The α > 0 hyperparameter controls the tension between a more
accurate rendering of content (meaning) and a more complete rendering of style.

The content and style losses are calculated based on the representations of X,Y, S images on
the intermediate layers of the VGG [7] network, trained to classify images, on the ImageNet [8]
sample. Moreover, one intermediate layer k is used to calculate the content loss, and a combination
of earlier and later layers is used to calculate the style loss, as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: VGG network layers used in styling.

Content loss function:

ℒcont(X,Y) =
1

HkWkCk

Ck∑︁
c=1

Hk∑︁
i=1

Wk∑︁
j=1

(Xk
ci j − Yk

ci j)
2,

where Xk, Yk ∈ RCk×Hk×Wk are tensors of intermediate representations on some layer k (hyperpa-
rameter) of images X and Y , after they were passed through the classification neural network. Ck

is the number of channels, and Hk ×Wk is the spatial resolution of the feature map. The essence
of the function is that if the images X and Y have different meanings, then their intermediate
representations in the VGG network will also differ. Differences are penalized precisely in
intermediate feature representations (responsible for semantics), and not in the original RGB
representations, since otherwise it would serve as too strong a binding of styling to the original
content image and styling would not work.

The style loss is the sum of the style loss for the individual layers of the VGG network:

ℒstyle =
∑︁

k

ℒk
style,

where

ℒk
style(X, S ) =

1
C2

k H2
k W2
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i j )2. (2)
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GZk
∈ RCk×Ck denotes the Gram matrix consisting of scalar products between all possible channels

of the intermediate representation Zk in the VGG network on layer k for image Z (equal to either
style image S or styling result X):

GZk

i j =

Wk∑︁
i=1

Hk∑︁
j=1

Zk
ci jZ

k
ci j, (3)

The content determines the spatial arrangement of objects in the image, therefore, when
calculating the content loss function, intermediate representations are compared in relation to
spatial coordinates (i and j).

Style defines the overall distribution of colors and more general patterns (borders, corners,
overflows, brush strokes, etc.). Therefore, this distribution is first extracted in the form of scalar
products between channels (when calculating scalar products, spatial information is lost, since
aggregation occurs over all possible spatial coordinates i, j), and then the discrepancy between
the feature distributions between stylization and style is penalized. Such a structure of style losses
approximates the style, but does not lead to the transfer of content (semantic) information from
the style image.

3. Proposed Modification of Style Transfer

Since being tied to a specific custom style image can be too restrictive, leading to styling artifacts,
as shown in fig. 1, a three-stage styling algorithm is proposed that is more robust to individual
incompatibilities between the original content and style images:

1. Find for the source style image the most similar images in style in a wide database of
art images, such as Wikiart [9] or Pandora [10] (which was used in the work). Optional:
recolor similar style images to the style’s color scheme.

2. Average Gram matrices over similar images.
3. Apply the styling algorithm 1, replacing the style image’s Gram matrices with averaged

Gram matrices over a set of images that define a style similar to the given one.

To search for similar images by style, vectors of per-channel means for intermediate repre-
sentations in the VGG network are extracted. For example, for the image Z and its intermediate
representation Zk on the layer k, we obtain the components of the Ck-dimensional mean vector as
follows:

vk
c(Z) =

1
Hk ·Wk

Wk∑︁
i=1

Hk∑︁
j=1

Zk
ci j, c = 1,Ck. (4)

Further, these vectors are concatenated along the earlier and later VGG layers. Comparison of
images by style is performed by comparing the resulting vectors according to the Euclidean
norm. The specified vector representation contains information about the style, and not about the
content, since channel-by-channel averaging erases information about the spatial arrangement of
objects, and only the statistics of the presence of certain features (colors and more general local
patterns) that characterize the style are saved.
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Table 1
User survey results: comparing original [4] and proposed style transfer method.

num. of questions num. of respondents num. of answers % of votes for the new method

25 58 1450 71%

To improve the correspondence with the original style, it is recommended to recolor the most
similar style images to the original style in the colors of the original style, using the histogram
matching algorithm [11].

Styling with only the input style image can create individual inconsistencies between it
and the content image, causing styling artifacts. To reduce the risk of inconsistency in the
approach proposed above, it is proposed to style using the usual method (1), but in style loss (2)
to approximate the styling Gram matrix to the average Gram matrix of several images similar in
style instead of the single target style image. This is analogous to using an ensemble of predictive
models instead of a single model, which is often used to improve forecasting accuracy.

Although the next section shows the results of runs for the styling model [4], the proposed
approach is general enough to be applicable to other styling methods. The code for the proposed
approach is available at https://github.com/valerapon/Style-transfer-UESC.

4. Comparative Experiments

Here we define the parameters at which styling will be performed. The maximum number of
similar style images is 3, we use Euclidean metric similarity metric, and the threshold of image
proximity is set to threshold = 500. Styling will be carried out according to the aggregated (using
averaging of Gram matrices) style.

Figures 3,4 show some examples of styling with and without recoloring. In both cases, you
can see that the resulting stylization is slightly different from the original, although it repeats its
general features. The lack of recoloring reduces the consistency with the original style, but can
add brightness to the result, which is especially noticeable in fig. 3.

A survey was also conducted among respondents who, for all kinds of content-style pairs,
were offered a choice of two styling options — the basic [4] method and the proposed one (with
recoloring). Respondents were asked to choose, in their opinion, a more successful stylization
option. Styling options were offered randomly each time, and the respondents were not familiar
with the details of styling algorithms. A total of 58 respondents participated, each comparing 25
pairs of stylizations. Poll results are presented in the table 1.

The user survey result showed that users chose the new styling method in the majority of
cases (71%), showing its superiority over the base [4] style transfer method.

5. Conclusion

In the work, the problem of automatic stylization of images was studied. It was proposed to move
away from the original style image, replacing it with a group of similar images in style. For style
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Figure 3: An example of the work of the styling algorithm for a group of found styles with
recoloring the original style. (a) content; (b) styling (a) by (e); (c) styling by a group of found
styles (f) and (h); (d) styling by style group with recoloring (g) and (i); (e) original style; (f) 1st
style worn; (g) style (f) recolored in (e); (h) 2nd style found; (i) style (h) recolored in (e).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 4: An example of the work of the styling algorithm on a group of found styles with the
transfer of the color scheme of the original style. (a) – content; (b) – normal styling [4] (a) to (e);
(c) – styling by a group of found styles (f) – (g); (d) – styling by style group with recoloring (f) –
(g); (e) – user style; (f) – (g) styles similar to (e).
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matching, the vectors of per-channel means in the VGG representation were used, which showed
themselves well in practice. Styling with a group of similar styles, and not just with the original
ones, gives a more stable result, which was shown by surveys of respondents who more often
prefer stylizations by the proposed method. In addition, by changing the subset of similar style
images used in style transfer, yield different stylization results, which is useful if the user is not
satisfied with the initial stylization.
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